To be grammatical or not to be grammatical – is that the question?
Evidence for gradience.
Chomsky (1955/1975) states that “grammar sets up a sharp division between a class G of
grammatical sentences and a class G0 of ungrammatical sentences”, and almost all subsequent
theories of grammar build in such a sharp division. The acceptability judgments offered in
support of these theories often include intermediate levels (marked with one or more “?”), but
of the judgments published in Linguistic Inquiry 2001-2010, 94% are either starred or rated as
fully acceptable, even though 81% occur in articles employing intermediate levels.
To check whether non-linguists perceive the divide between G and G0 as equally sharp, we
randomly sampled 50 starred sentences (“*-items”, ∈ G0 ) and 50 unmarked sentences (“OKitems”, ∈ G), all of them from papers that employed a scale with three levels or more. We
then had 80 non-linguists rate the 100 sentences, using a 7-point acceptability scale (1 “fully
unnatural” to 7 “fully natural”). See Sprouse, et al (2013) for related work.
Participants’ ratings correlate well with the LI judgments (ρpb = .66, R2 = .43), rarely flatly
contradicting them. Only 3 *-items received a mean rating > 5, and only 4 OK- items received
a mean rating < 3. Yet, there are important discrepancies between the LI judgments and the
experimental ratings.
The latter cover the whole space on the experimental 7-point scale rather than clustering at the
two extremes. The intermediate range is densely populated, both for individual ratings and for
mean ratings. In fact, 43 out of 100 items received mean ratings between 3 and 5. The graph
shows a steady increase from 1 to 7, and no sign of the S-curve one would expect as a noisy
approximation of the step-function corresponding to a sharp binary distinction.

Figure 1: Mean ratings by the nonlinguists (y-axis) for the 100 LI items
(x-axis; in ascending order). Items
with a mean rating of < 3 or > 5 are
in gray. Items with a mean rating of
≥ 3 or ≤ 5 are in red (*-item) or blue
(OK-item).

The observed gradience is not due to aggregation, as evidenced by the fact that individual
ratings also cover the entire scale and cluster in the intermediate range. Known performance
factors cannot account for the prevalence of intermediate values nor for the shape of the curve.
The fact that most items with intermediate ratings were judged ungrammatical in LI also argues
against attributing all gradience to performance, as suggested inter alia by Newmeyer (2003).
We conclude that gradience is not an epiphenomenon or artefact and should be built into theories of grammar.
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